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Abstract. Remote visualization using mobile devices has been a chal-
lenge for distributed systems for a long time. Large datasets, usually
distributed on different servers require high network bandwidth and sig-
nificant computational power for effective, real time rendering. The prob-
lem is getting more complex when data are visualized in collaborative
environment, where every user can interactively participate in rendering
session.

In this paper we present a distributed system we have developed for
the interactive visualization of remote datasets on variety of mobile de-
vices such as laptops, tablets and cell phones. In our system mobile
users can join sessions, where they can collaborate over remote data in
real time. Every user can watch presentation or can become presenter.
If needed, users can individually manipulate the data without affecting
rest of participants.

During these sessions all the data are generated on dedicated ren-
dering servers, compressed on-the-fly by the encoding machines using
video codec and progressively sent to participants as video streams. Ev-
ery video stream is dynamically adapted to individual capabilities of
users’ devices and their network bandwidth. Our system works in a dis-
tributed environment, where every machine serve different functionality,
like data storage, frames rendering or video compression. Successive parts
of processed data are streamed between different servers in real time to
achieve highly interactive visualization with minor latency. Based on this
model we took off most of the computational power from client’s appli-
cation so it can be run on almost any kind of modern mobile device. We
were also able to achieve very high video quality and frame rates. System
can work with 2D, 3D and even animated 3D data, all of them being pro-
cessed remotely in real time. At the end of this paper we present some
preliminary results of performance test we have obtained using sample
multidimensional datasets.
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1 Introduction

Pervasive computer technologies have redefined group collaboration long time
ago. Modern collaboration techniques rely mostly on the Internet and mobile
communication systems, which provide almost unlimited access to the global
information resources. Presently available solutions for computer-based cooper-
ation could be divided into four categories depending on a place-time relation
of participating users, as presented in [1] (same time - same place, same time
different place, different time same place, different time different place). The
collaboration, which involves simultaneous presence of all users is usually called
synchronous communication. Otherwise it is called asynchronous communica-
tion. Most popular examples of today’s asynchronous systems are email and
discussion boards. On the other hand, exemplary synchronous techniques would
be instant messaging, chat, shared boards, teleconferencing or videoconferencing.

Modern collaboration techniques could also be effectively adopted into the sci-
entific activities. Progressive globalization causes, that many scientific projects
involve cooperation of researchers from different departments, universities or
even countries. With the use of the Internet and computer technologies the col-
laboration is much easier today then it used to be in the past. However, in
some situations it is still a challenge to virtually bridge the distance between
participants, especially when the collaboration is centered on the large datasets,
distributed among storage centers around the globe. Many modern scientific ex-
periments and simulations are so complex, that they must be realize on dedicated
computer clusters. Obtained data volumes are usually so large that they cannot
be easily transferred between distant users, and must be stored on the dedicated
servers.

One of the biggest challenges in this area is an effective visualization of these
data through the Internet, without the need of downloading and rendering it on
local computers. The problem is even bigger when the visualization should be
realized on mobile devices, which still don’t have enough computational power
to effectively render complex data in real time. In this paper we present a
framework, which confronts this problem allowing mobile visualization of remote
datasets in a distributed collaborative environment. Our framework consists of
a distributed server side application, as well as the client’s application, which
could be run on thin, mobile devices. According to the users’ demands, server
application reads the data from adequate storage area, renders it in real time,
compresses using a video codec and broadcast to client using a dedicated stream-
ing protocol. Remote users receive these streams, decode them and display on
the screen. Moreover, distant users can collaborate over the remote data in real
time, with the use of a built-in teleconferencing functionality and a shared, in-
teractive video area. If needed, they can also manipulate remote data without
affecting rest of the session participants.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes related
works covering mobile visualization in a distributed collaborative environment.
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In the sections 3 and 4 we describe in details main functionalities of the system,
its architecture and technologies that we have used to implement it. Section 5
presents system’s performance test results obtained during a sample collabora-
tive session. Section 6 concludes this paper and draws up further work.

2 Related Work

There are few different approaches to the remote visualization problem. First
category involves systems, which force data rendering on clients’ devices. Many
solutions which are based on this model compress all the data on the server
and transfer it progressively to distant users using different kind of 3D objects
streaming techniques, like progressive meshes or levels of details [2, 3, 25–27].
Other commonly used approaches are based on the Virtual Reality Modeling
Language, which is a text file standard for 3D scenes representation [4, 5]. Al-
though, one of the biggest challenges when using VRML standard is the size of
generated files, which causes some serious limitations in a data network transfer.
References [6] and [7] propose different compression techniques, which reduce
this latency.

Second category involves systems, where all the data is rendered on dedicated
server and transferred to client as a digital image sequence. References [8] and [9]
introduce exemplary solutions based on the image streaming techniques, which
make use of the lossless compression algorithms, like LZO or BZIP. The authors
of [10] and [11] presented possibilities of using JPEG 2000 compression, which
increases the overall image compression level. They also showed, that with the
use of the Motion JPEG 2000 it is possible to visualize animated 3D data,
although there are more sophisticated techniques available in this area, like for
example VNC [12] or by means of a dedicated video codec [13, 14].

The idea of collaborative visualization of remote data has been described
in details in [1]. Reference [15] proposes exemplary solution to this problem by
means of establishment of dedicated rooms, equipped with the specialized video-
conferencing hardware and software. However, a much ubiquitous solution would
be to use participants’ individual computers during the collaborative sessions,
including modern mobile devices. Exemplary systems based on the VRML text
files were introduced in [6], [16], [17] and [18]. The authors of [19] and [20] in-
troduced sample frameworks for a collaborative visualization, which render all
the data on a server and send it to every connected user as a sequence of digi-
tal images. The references [21], [22] and [23] additionally made use of dedicated
video codecs.

In this paper we propose a distributed visualization system, which derives
directly from the video streaming techniques, allowing thereby an effective and
fully interactive data visualization on different kind of mobile devices, including
tablets and cell phones.
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3 System Overview

3.1 Remote Collaboration

The system consists of the client and server applications. Server modules are
responsible for session management, clients’ collaboration, data rendering and
video encoding. On the other hand, client’s application’s main job is to receive a
video stream, decode it and display on the screen. During collaborative sessions
clients can additionally communicate using a built-in teleconferencing module.

The first user, which connects to the server, becomes a session presenter.
Successive users can either start their own sessions or they can join previously
established one. The presenter of each session can load the remote data and
manipulate it in real time using his mouse or touch gestures. As the response
to user’s requests server’s application loads the data from the source, renders it,
compresses using a video codec and broadcast to every user participating in the
session. By default all the other session participants can only passively display
the video stream on their screens, listening to the presenter’s lecture at the same
time. At any point during the session, the presenter can pick up any connected
participant, giving him temporary ability to manipulate the data and to speak to
other users. From this moment both the presenter and selected user can discuss
among other participants using teleconferencing module. Additionally, during
the whole session users can individually manipulate the remote data, having a
chance to analyze it from different angles, without affecting other participants.

3.2 Interactive Visualization

Our system can work with a 2D, 3D and animated 3D data, all of them being
processed on the server and broadcasted to the users in real time. When the
presenter changes his view angle, the remote data is dynamically processed by
the adequate servers, which generate successive frames and compress them using
a video codec. Video frames are streamed to all participants in real time, giving
them effect of a zoom, move and spin animations [Fig. 1].

The output of a two-dimensional data is a typical digital image. Depending on
the data source, these images could have very large resolutions, transcending typi-
cal screen sizes of mobile devices. Our system dynamically crops and resizes every
image, fitting it to the individual capabilities of users’ devices. The session pre-
senter can zoom in / out and move to the different parts of an image by selecting
its successive regions on the screen of his device. According to the user’s actions
these events are transferred to the server application, which crops adequate parts
of an input image and places them on an encoding sequence. Successive frames
are compressed and streamed to the users one by one, giving the effect of an im-
age motion. Every session participant receives his own video stream, individually
customized to the capabilities of his device, including a screen size and network
parameters. That means, that depends on the number of concurrent connections
every server could encode in parallel many different video streams during a single
visualization session. The visualization of a 3D data additionally involves rotation
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of a remote object over the X and Y axes. As a response to the presenter’s rota-
tion events, adequate server application generates successive frames in real time,
which are later encoded and progressively broadcasted to users. During the visu-
alization of an animated 3D data all the above techniques work in a loop, giving
thereby an effect of data evolution in time.

Fig. 1. Successive frames of processed data are encoded as a sequence, and broadcasted
to all participants as an independent video streams, individually customized to their
devices

4 System Architecture

The server side application consists of three modules: a session manager, data
renderer and video encoder. To achieve the highest possible performance level,
each of them should be run on a different machine, so they could process their
tasks in parallel. For a better load balancing during multiuser sessions, the ren-
dering and encoding modules, which are the most CPU consuming parts of the
system, should be additionally distributed between servers [Fig. 2].

Every joining user starts his session by connecting to the manager module.
The session manager stores the information about other servers available in the
system, together with their current load, including avarage CPU / RAM usages
and a number of concurrent users. Every server measures these parameters and
sends them to the session manager periodically. Based on this information the
session manager is able to find the less laden servers at the moment (encoding
and rendering modules), and sends their IP addresses to the newly connected
presenter. With the use of these parameters the presenter is able establish the
connection with the selected encoder, which from this moment controls the rest
of the visualization computes. The further participants who join this session
establish their connections only with the session manager module, which also
acts as a video proxy between the encoding module and clients’ applications.
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Fig. 2. A general schema of the system’s communication workflow. To achieve highly
interactive visualization, the session manager, encoder and rendering modules exchange
partial data progressively, and transfer them to distant users as a live video stream.

By default, every new user is able only to watch the presentation passively,
so there is no need for them to communicate with any of the encoders. The
only situation when other users connect to the encoder is when they become
temporary presenters or when they want to individually manipulate the remote
data. The selection of the less laden server in that case is realized the same way
as described earlier.

In a response to the presenter’s activities (zooming, moving and rotating)
client’s application sends adequate events to the selected session encoder. Based
on these events the encoder creates appropriate frame sequence and progressively
sends it to session participants. During the two-dimensional data visualization,
all the images are buffered directly on the encoder machine, as there is no need for
permanent data rendering. However, working with the 3D and animated 3D data
involves parallel image generation in the rendering module, which broadcasts
them to the encoder one by one in real time (rotation and animation frames).
The rendering module is completely transparent to the data source, and it could
be easily adapted to cooperate with a database, storage drive or a dedicated
rendering machine.

Regardless from the dimension of the data source, the encoder processes every
frame on-the-fly, based on the current parameters of the presenter’s view (crops
and resizes), compresses them using a video codec and broadcast to the session
manager, which republishes them to the rest of the session participants. To serve
many users simultaneously the encoding module runs a multithread application,
which in parallel compresses and broadcasts different video streams to session
participants (different resolutions, bit rates and qualities of the outgoing video).
We are not sending the videos directly to the session users, because practically
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in most cases one stream would have many simultaneous recipients, which have
devices with the same screen sizes and similar network bandwidth. This approach
allowed us to limit number of the encoding threads being run in parallel, reducing
thereby the encoding server’s load.

Session users can communicate using a teleconference module, which has been
built into the manager server’s application. The audio data, which is transmit-
ted from the presenter’s device, behaves exactly the same way as other videos
streamed to the session manager from the encoder module. Client’s application
acquires the data from user’s microphone, compresses it and broadcasts to the
session manager, which re-streams it to the rest of the session participants.

All the server side modules have been written in Java. The session manager’s
application has been deployed on the Wowza Media Server, which is currently one
of the most powerful video streaming solution. The WMS assures communication
with the sessions’ participants and provides the video re-streaming solution to a
variety of popular protocols, including RTMP, RTSP or HTTP.

Rendering module streams successive frames to the encoder using a TCP
socket connection. During a typical visualization session both machines exchange
large amount of data, so it is recommended that they communicate using a broad-
band connection. We have decided not to use any compression techniques at this
point because they would require additional computational power from the ren-
dering module. Encoding module compresses the video sequence and streams it
to the session manager with the use of FFMPEG, which is currently one of the
best open source solutions to handle digital video. Encoded video sequence is
streamed to the session manager, and later to all users by means of the Adobe’s
Real Time Messaging Protocol.

5 Results

We have run a series of performance tests of the system. At first we have mea-
sured the video compression speed and CPU usage of the encoder. The session
management module was run on an Intel Xeon 5050 3GHz, the rendering mod-
ule on a dual core Intel Xeon X5355 2.6 GHz, and the encoding module on a
quad core Intel Xeon E5420 2.5 GHz. All the servers were connected using 1 Gb
network.

We have run four tests using different types and number of clients’ devices,
each of them having set different screen resolutions. That way we were able
to measure the system’s performance during simultaneous encoding of multiple
video streams. At first we have tested its behavior using three different mobile
devices: a laptop running Mac OS X, tablet and a cell phone, both equipped
with the Android 2.2 system. Three other tests were run on a Windows Vista
desktop computers, which involved 5 and 10 simultaneous users, each of them
having different screen sizes. Additionally, 5 users test was run two times. The
first test was run for a group of devices equipped with the small screens, and
the second effort, which involved only a high resolution video encoding. Table 1
presents obtained data.
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Table 1. Encoding speed averages measured in frames per seconds during four different
collaborative sessions

Resolution 3 users 5 small screens 5 big screens 10 users

320 x 240 - 228 - 119

400 x 240 - 228 - 116

640 x 480 - 86 - 40

800 x 480 78 84 - 40

854 x 480 - 52 - 37

768 x 576 - - 63 31

800 x 600 - - 37 30

1024 x 600 57 - 36 26

1024 x 768 41 - 27 20

1366 x 768 - - 26 19

The results show, that a single encoding server is able to effectively compress
many simultaneous video streams, all set at different resolutions. From the users
point of view the lowest acceptable encoding speed is 15 frames per second.
Below that value the visualization looses its smooth and decreases the overall
reception of the session. In our experiment all results were above the minimum
fps, regardless from the targeted users device (desktop, tablet, cell phone). The
CPU usages of the encoding server were 25%, 30%, 50% and 75% respectively,
never reaching the maximum capability of the system.

During the experiment we have also measured the network communication
latency between the clients and a session manager modules. We have also tested
the overall delay between client’s activity start (mouse or touch gesture), and
the moment when the first visualized video frame was received from the server
(including image generation in the rendering module, compression in the encoder
and all the network transfers). Both tests were run for 5 and 10 simultaneous
users connected to a single session, using single rendering and encoding machines.
Every group was tested three times, using different screen resolutions of the
clients’ devices: 320x240, 800x480 and 1366x768.

The average measured RTMP communication latency was 0.05 ms and with
this level it didn’t affect the overall system efficiency. The overall encoding time
of a single video frame was also gratifying. For the typical mobile devices’ res-
olutions (320x240 and 800x480) the visualization’s latency was lower than 100
ms in most cases. Only when 1366x768 resolution was set and 10 simultaneous
users were connected to a single session, the encoding latency increased to 300
ms. However, even then it did not affect the overall comfort of the visualization
session.
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6 Conclusion and Further Work

In this paper we presented the system we have developed for a distributed col-
laborative visualization of remote datasets. The system allows for visualization
of a multidimensional data on a variety of modern mobile devices. Distance
users can join sessions and collaborate over the remote data in real time using a
built-in teleconferencing system. They can also manipulate the data individually,
without affecting rest of the participants. Obtained results of the performance
tests showed, that thanks to the distributed architecture our system is able to
effectively serve many simultaneous participants, even if they are using different
devices.

In the future we are planning to experiment with the multicast and peer-to-
peer communications, which we believe, in some cases should further increase the
overall efficiency of our system. Beside the many laboratory tests that have been
taken so far, one of the most important thing is also the evaluation of the users’
perception of the system. The current results of the latency in communication
between the servers and mobile users show, that the fluency and interactivity
of the remote visualization could be nearly the same, as if the data were stored
locally. We are planning to do much bigger researches in this area soon, once the
final version of the application’s user interface will be prepared.
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